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You’re Telling U s!
As all except our very new readers
are aware, AMERICAN SQUARES re
cently mailed reply-postcards to all of
our subscribers, asking them what they
liked and disliked about us, and how the
magazine could be improved.
The response to this questionnaire
has been staggering. You have replied
promptly, completely and, in many
cases, with additional letters showing
much thought and consideration to our
problems. It will be quite some time
before we have all your answers broken
down and catalogued completely. And I
doubt if our mailman will ever feel the
same toward us again!
Early Deductions

We should have known ( and we now
definitely do!) that square dancers re
present a wide cross - section of
America, and that it is impossible to
please all of our readers all of time.
For each one of you who has suggested
discontinuing any certain feature as not
being worth space, another of you has
asked that more space be devoted to it.
And to those of you (and you are many)
who gave as the only method of im
provement “ Come out twice as often
twice as big!” we say thanks for the
implied compliment, but please, no!

telling how they got that way and how
they are staying that way. You want to
know what problems other clubs have
encountered and how they have solved
them.
I realize that we have not printed
nearly enough factual articles about
clubs. The editorial staff of AMERI
CAN SQUARES is handicapped in this
regard, since we seldom have time to
participate actively in any club. We
know successful clubs exist. I sincerely
hope that those of you who belong to
them and know the stories behind them
will write and tell us, so we may pass
the information along. Unquestionably
the well-organized and well-run club is
one of the mainstays of the activity
today; equally without question is the
fact that many problems come up, even
in the best of clubs.
So if you are one of the lucky ones,
and proud of your club, let us hear from
you.
From time to time I will report
further to you as classification of the
questionnaires progresses. And a special
word to you few who have not yet
mailed in your replies— please do it
soon. We still have a few cents left to
pay the postage!

Many Valuable Suggestions

A great many of you have made
extremely valuable suggestions which
will be followed just as soon as possible.
One subject a lot of you mentioned was
clubs. You want more club news. You
want articles about successful clubs,

OUMl

C O V E M

Virginia Wallace depicts the gay shower of square dancers

which will fall all over the country during this April Festival month.
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Hey! Lookit this space! Read on .
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SD —College Style
By Julia H. Post
During the past seven years the De
partment of Physical Education at Winthrop College, Rock Hill, N.C., has con
ducted annual square dance sessions di
rected by Gene Gowing, director of
National Folkways Foundation. The
sessions have included classes for the
college students in English and Ameri
can folk dance, callers’ classes, clinics
for the high school students of the
state, and leaders’ workshops and ses
sions for the local public school teach
ers. As a result of the interest aroused
in the community and the state, local
industrial and recreational groups have
also been included.
By far the most important phase of
the program has been the High School
Square Dance Clinic, which was first
conducted in 1950. The first and second
clinics were one day sessions, for junior
and senior high school students. The
third and fourth clinic was conducted
as a two-day session, with one day for
junior high school groups and one for
senior high school groups. The division
by age groups was found to be much
more satisfactory. Since there are rela
tively few junior high schools in the
state, elementary schools were invited
to bring seventh or eighth grade stu
dents and a number did so. At the first
Clinic the attendance was 180, repre
senting eleven schools. The 1953 Clinic
had an attendance of 358, representing
14 junior high schools and elementary
schools and ten senior high schools.
All of the students attending the
clinics have had some instruction in
square dance but they are given some
basic material at the beginning of the
morning sessions, so as to establish a
common ground. The groups are then
given a variety of dances, squares,
circles, and contras and in the afternoon
sessions they are given some rounds,
even some waltzes!
European Folk Encouraged

At two of the clinics, schools in which
an extensive folk dance program was
being carried on were invited to present
some folk dances. These were done in
costume to serve as a motivation for
other schools to include European as
well as American Folk Dance in the
program.
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There are many evidences of the
carry-over of the program offered at
the clinics. The most serious handicap
to an extensive development of this
activity in the schools and communities
is the lack of well-trained teachers and
callers. During the spring of 1953 a
Leaders’ Workshop was offered at the
college. This was a week-end session,
in which fifteen were enrolled, including
a number of teachers and recreation
leaders. We are planning to continue
this Workshop and thus develop more
teachers and leaders to carry on the
program throughout the state.
A t the time of the clinics, the teachers
are given material on the dances taught
and information as to where to secure
additional materials, books, music and
recordings. A number of requests have
come in later for additional materials
and references.
During the Square Dance sessions,
college classes have been conducted in
English Morris, Sword and Country
Dance as well as in American Country
Dance and classes for square dance call
ing. Intensive sessions with the class in
square dance calling are offered in the
regular curriculum as well as with other
groups.
Elementary Teachers Attend

During the 1952 sesion, a special
session was offered for elementary
teachers in the local schools. About
thirty attended and were most eager
to secure materials and help in teaching
techniques. In the spring of 1953, when
Mr. Gowing returned to conduct a week
end Leaders’ Workshop, the city school
administration arranged for another
session with the elementary teachers,
attended by fifty teachers and a de
monstration teaching session with chil
dren in one of the elementary schools
for the special benefit of the music
supervisors, who are largely responsible
for the program in the elementary
schools. A session for some two hundred
high school students was conducted at
one of the local high schools, in addition.
Another
making the
one during
one of the

step was m a d e toward
program a community wide
the spring session when
recreation clubs at one of

We are reviving “Variations on a Theme”
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The Caller Speaks Up
A M E R IC A N SQ U A R E S introduces a new feature, dedicated to
anything and everything our readers wish to discuss. Callers who have
compliments or complaints, brickbats or bouquets— or who simply wish
to bring an existing situation to the* attention of the public are invited
to send in their contributions to “ The Caller Speaks Up.” First of our
callers to sound o ff is Walter Prahl of Murdo, S. D.
Every time I think of how hard many
callers have worked to bring square
dancing out of the saloons to a level
where it is welcomed in church and 4-H
work, I wonder if some record companies
realize what they are doing when they
record vulgar or double-meaning pat
ter. Do they just want to see how far
they can go before being stopped?

ers make mistakes but these records are
perfect! When they asked me to call,
they wanted me to call dances they
knew, but it turned out that since I
didn’t call them exactly as they had been
recorded, they couldn’t dance them and
said it was because I didn’t know the
dances! To me this is like washing your
feet with your socks on!

Furthermore, I think records with
calls do more harm than good for the
cause of square dancing. I can always
pick out the people who dance to records.
They learn to do the dance, but they do
not learn how to dance. I was invited to
attend a dance once and when I got there
they were dancing to records, although
they have a fine caller right in town.
When I asked them why, they said call-

It’s a free country and the record peo
ple can do what they want, but if they
would at least put the dance level on
each record for a guide they might keep
some o f these dancers from getting in
over their heads. And I’ll take brand new
dancers any time, rather than ones who
have danced to called records. In fact, I
just hope I can get hold of them before
they start dancing to records!

GOLLEGE STYLE, from page 4

thrown into the discard.
With the increasing facility of travel,
it is important, too, that people in all
parts of the country become acquainted
with the style of dance in other sections.
In so many cases, the first reaction of
people in the South to squares and
contras is that they “ do not dance that
way” and feel that it is “foreign.” Once
they have done some squares and after
some extended acquaintance with con
tras, they become enthusiastic.
If the enthusiasm of the high school
students who have attended the clinics
and the interest of the teachers who
have attended the sessions are reliable
criteria, good square dancing should
become an important part of the social
pattern in this state.

the textile plants in the city arranged
for some teaching sessions, followed by
a dance.
We feel that we have made a good
start toward increasing the interest on
the part of the community in this
wholesome and worthwhile recreational
activity. In addition, we feel that we are
taking steps which will lead to the re
storation to a place in the sun of the
community approval of one of the oldest
traditional heritages of our people. In
this section of the South and in this
area, particularly, so-called square dance
has deteriorated seriously. The excessive
use of “ hillbilly” music, the dearth of
good callers, the failure to challenge the
dancers because of the lack of variety
in the figures called and the careless
way in which they are called and done
have resulted in square dances being
considered not quite “ nice.” Introduction
of this form of dance in the schools
where it can be properly taught should
do much to preserve it from being
IX— 181
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We Read It In . . .
LET’S DANCE (Northern Calif.). Beginning
square dancers in the Bay Area were invited
to a dance for beginners, with calling done
by Bill Castner and Peg Allmond. Round
dances were simple, with a walk-through pre
ceding each. Ninteen squares enjoyed their
first experience of dancing with folks out
side of their own classroom.

This month: Allemande left, grand right and left

The Roving Editor in Illinois
By De Harris
Arrived home in time to take in
Horace Hall’s graduation party for his
big class at St. Alexis Church, Bensenville, 111. Horace came along at a time
I was frantically trying to maintain a
square dance program around home and
at the same time make these long trips
required in my work. He has done an
excellent job of promoting square danc
ing in the communities surrounding our
respective homes.
Attended the February 14th. meeting
of the Illinois Square Dance Callers
Assn. at John and Frances Schmidt’s
Wheatland Square Dance Center in
Plainfield Illinois. (Nice place you have,
John.) Bill Clarke emceed the program.
Mildred Sutterlin taught “ Connie Jean.”
Doc. Hembach called his original dance
“ Fractured Eight” also a new dance
“ Lock my heart and throw away the
key.” I harangued the gang on a few
teaching highlights I have seen used
successfully. Bill wound up the afternoon
session with “ Oregon Bump-as-Daisy.”
After a bring-a-covered-dish dinner the
group settled down to a little serious
square dancing while the boys on the
mike paraded their Sunday calls.
Illinois Dances

The Illinois Callers Assn is planning
a state-wide Festival for early June.
More details next issue. The Illinois
Federation of Square Dance Clubs has
scheduled their third annual Square
Dance and Folk Festival for Saturday

THE

afternoon and evening, May 1st at East
Jr. High School, Kankakee 111. About fif
teen of Illinois’ best callers will do the
calling.
The Chicago Area Callers’ Assn. re
cently released their ’53-54 dance sched
ule. It lists 84 callers having regularly
scheduled dances. You have a choice of
square, round, folk and contra dancing—
not every kind of dancing every night
but still a good selection. There is a
choice on the average of about ten
dances any given evening except Sunday.
As is typical the majority of the dances
are in the out-lying residential areas.
Looks like the old home town is doin’
all right.
On the way home from a short south
land vacation Peg and I squared up with
the folks in Mobile, Alabama, at their
dance on the eve of the Azalea Trail
Festival. Some of the folks from Birm
ingham and New Orleans arrived in time
to make the dance and got the Festival
o ff to a good start. Several of the
Birmingham callers were also among the
early arrivals. From their calling I would
say maybe B’ham was a little slow get
ting started but they sure are picking up
fast. Couldn’t stay for the Festival but
I am sure it was a success. They had a
good idea on their Festival Tickets. They
left ample space for your name in bold
letters, so when you purchased your
tickets they lettered in your name, put
the ticket in a plastic holder and lo!
there is a name badge.

W A L T Z

By Virginia C. Anderson
Each country has its own dance, and
the Germanic peoples, particularly the
Austrians, have the landler and the
waltz.
Around 1750 the waltz was known
as the “ Walzer” —from the noun walzen,
from the Latin volvere, which in its
widest sense meant a rotating motion,
such as rolling, turning, or revolving. In
the middle of the 18th Century the word
was used to describe a new form of
dancing which consisted of single couples
turning constantly as they progressed
around the floor. The dance degenerated
and was for a time banned by the
Church. We find this edict in California
in the early Nineteenth Century in con
nection with the Early California dances,
which for nearly fifty years were not
danced.
Although the above explanation of the
word seems logical, French authorities
have it that the name is derived from

the ancient Volte or Volta, which was a
turning dance in triple time.
Another interesting fact brought out in
connection with the widespread popular
ity of the waltz in the middle of the
Nineteenth Century was that it brought
to a great height the composing of beau
tiful pieces to be used merely for social
dancing. Foremost of course amongst
these composers was Strauss.
As we hectically rush to the newest
of the “ new” dances each week, and with
a high percentage of WALTZES, we
wonder W H Y? Not one out of twentyfive dancers can waltz, and unless you
do a waltz step to waltz music, you miss
the pleasure of the music, and certainly
a great deal of pleasure of the dance
itself.
Although institutes have been held and
are being held, not enough attention is
being given to the waltz. Why not either
teach the dancers to waltz, or call a halt
to all new waltz-type dances?

Allemande left with your left wing
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T hread the N eedle
By Nancy DeMarco
LET'S MAKE A PETTICOAT

Last, but by no means least, this
petticoat is the frosting on the cake in
completing the ensemble described in
the preceding American Square maga
zines. The petticoat described and illus
trated, is sixten yeards wide and is
made of about eighty yards of nylon
embroidered edging.

tier and stitch down and cut o ff excess.
Continue overlapping and stitching tiers,
until you reach desired length. Stitch
side seam, turn down hem one half
inch at top and insert elastic or attach
to waistband.
Upper part of petticoat can be made
of six or eight rows of edging sewn
together; then ruffled tier placed from
top to bottom.

Sounds like a lot of width and yard
age for one garment, but you can
rest assured, there is absolutely no bulk
or weight to handicap the wearer in any
way. The beauty and advantage of this
petticoat is while dancing and twirling,
the ripples and folds and more folds
create the illusion of numerous under
garments. It also lessens the laundry
problem; just wash and hang up to dry
and presto, it is ready for another wear
ing. If you love but dread the ironing of
ruffles, you will find this petticoat well
worth making. If you are at all timid
about wearing a garment this wide, try
it any desired width, following the basic
instructions in making.
Finished Edges

Nylon edging should be anywhere
from three to six inches wide and having
both upper and lower edges finished
eliminates the need of hemming. In pur
chasing fabric, it is possible to obtain
finished edges in widths up to three and
one half inches, making it necessary to
use two widths to each tier. If you are
fortunate in obtaining finished edges
in four, five or six inch widths, you will
use one width for each tier.
Tier On Tier

The simplest method in making and
placing tiers is to take one half of
amount of fabric and stitch on upper
edge of remaining half, having scal
loped edge overlap. You now have two
widths stitched together and one half
the yardage length you started out with.
Cut o ff sixteen yards of fabric for bot
tom tier. Next, using machine ruffler,
gather the sixteen yards of edging to
about nine yards. Now gather loosely
remaining fabric.
Starting with bottom t i e r
(the
gathered sixteen yards) place next tier
overlapping the gathered edge of bottom
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Yardage Guide

Below is a sample guide on the num
ber of tiers and yardage used in one
petticoat. Remember, each tier con
sists of two widths of nylon edging. If
you are using one width of edging for
each tier, follow yardage in first column.
Length
of tier
Bottom tier ___16
Second tier ____ 9
Third tier ___ ... 7
Fourth tier ____ 5
Fifth tier -------- 3
Sixth tier _____ IV2
Total -------------- 41 ^

Right hand to that pretty little thing

yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards
yards

Amount
of edging
■n
32 yards
18 yards
14 yards
10 yards
6 yards
3 yards
83 yards
7

20th Folk Festival
By John Sabin
Dancers, singers, musicians and story
tellers, nearly 1000 strong, from many
states and several foreign countries, are
gathering in St. Louis these days for
the 20th annual National Folk Festival
which will be presented on the stage of
Kiel Auditorium April 7, 8, 9, and 10.
They will be presenting at afternoon
and evening performances each of the
four days authentic folk material seldom
seen anywhere but at local pageants
and events.
The National Folk Festival is now an
established part of the American scene
and has been for the past 20 years. But,
as with all large annual events there had
to be a beginning, and in this case, the
originator, director and moving spirit
behind the entire presentation is the
nationally-known folklorist, Sarah Ger
trude Knott.

The first Festival was presented in
St. Louis in 1934 with Miss Knott in
strumental in getting the event on the
stage of the then newly-dedicated Muni
cipal Auditorium.
After the first year in St. Louis, the
Folk Festival went on the road and
traveled to other cities. In 1935, the
festival was staged in Chattanooga, the
next year in Dallas, then one year in
Chicago, five years in Washington, two
in Philadelphia, once in New York
and once in Cleveland. The National
Folk Festival returned home to St.
Louis in 1947 and since then it has been
presented in the Mound City each year
in April.
Newspaper Helps

For the past three years the Folk
Festival has been presented in co-oper
ation with the St. Louis Globe-Democrat. The newspaper provides financial

No, this is not the square dance known as “The Basket.” It is the colorful fly
ing Hora, done at last year’s National Folk Festival by the “Harikuda,” the YMHAYWHA dance group. This year, twenty-five Harikuda dancers will present a tradi
tional Jewish wedding and a Purim festival.
8

Allemande left your corner now
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■ Fifth Annual
DIXIE

FOLK

AND

SQUARE

DANCE

INSTITUTE

Sponsored by, and to be held at, EMORY UNIVERSITY (Atlanta), Ga.

J U L Y 19 to 24, 1954 (Six days)
•
•
•
•

Square, Contra, Circle, Couple, and Other Important Types.
Basic and Advanced Material, Favorites of All Sections.
For Hobbyists, Callers, Teachers, Leaders.
Gymnasium, Cafeteria, Dormitories, Swimming Pool, etc.. Available.

STAFF — M A R Y and FRED COLLETTE (Directors), A tla n ta , Ga.
R A L P H PAGE, New Hampshire— DO N A R M S T R O N G , Florida— RU TH and LES W O O D A R D , Tennessee
For more information write

D IX IE FO LK A N D SQ U AR E D A N C E IN ST IT U T E
1268f University Dr. N. E., Atlanta 6, Ga.

assistance, promotion of the event, and
office space for behind-the-scenes per
sonnel connected with the Festival.
Among the people in the background
who have helped in handling the many
details incident to presenting the Festi
val are Joyce and Fred Honerkamp,
Kate and Carlyle Thomas, Helen Bania,
Lela Homan, Charles Galloway, and two
employees of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Justin L. Faherty, assistant to the
publisher, and Charles Kistenmacher,
promotion director.
The festival could be described as
“ part revue, part concert/’ and a brief
glance at some of the “ acts” that will
be seen bears out this capsule definition.
The program of this year’s four-day
run includes: English Morris and Sword
Dances; Negro Spirituals and Singing
Games; New England Contra dances;
Ozark, Western and Eastern s t y l e
square dancing; Indian m u s i c and
dances; Jewish customs and dances;
ballads of the Ozarks, the Ohio River
Valley and the Tennessee hills; lumber
jack and cowboy stories, and dances
from such foreign lands as Cuba, Mexico,
Spain, Bulgaria, Lithuania, China, Japan
and others.
Innovations This Year

In addition, there will be a number of
innovations this year, mostly for the
benefit of leaders in the field of folk
lore. Each morning during the festival
there will be an informal get-together
of performers for discussions of their
work. Following each afternoon per
formance there will be a formal work
shop at Kiel Auditorium for those who
want to enhance their knowledge in the
field of folklore.
During Festival time, Washington
University will conduct a series of con
ferences at which scholars will read
papers on various aspects o f folklore,
IX— 185

and on Saturday morning, April 10,
there will be a special conference for
leaders at which the discussion will deal
with the many problems of putting on
folk festivals.
The U.S. Government has recognized
the National Folk Festival as one means
of telling other peoples about life in this
country. One year the U.S. Information
Service asked fo r pictures and text of
the event fo r distribution at American
Information Offices in foreign lands.
Another year the Voice of America re
quested tape recordings of the entire
program for broadcast by Voice radio
stations to listeners in other countries,
mainly those behind the Iron Curtain.
This was done to help counteract ad
verse propaganda about the American
way of life by enemies of the United
States.
Sarah Gertrude Knott is so inextri
cably interwoven into the fabric of the
National Folk Festival that when her
name is mentioned people immediately
think o f the Festival. Not long ago she
was interviewed over a St. Louis radio
station, and the announcer turned to
Miss Knott, and; by a slip o f the tongue,
said, “ Now, Miss Festival . . .”
Recently she was asked what she
thought of her work after being associ
ated with the National Folk Festival
for some 20 years and this is what
Sarah Gertrude Knot replied:
“ It’s just getting started. W e’ve
really just laid a god foundation.”
S P E C IA L

N O T IC E

TO

FOLK

DANCERS!

VYTS BELIAJUS
will

head a special week of international
folk dancing at the 7th Annual
R O C K Y M O U N T A IN FOLK D A N C E C A M P
A UG. 15-22
atop Lookout M ountain near Denver
for particulars write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3,
Golden, Colo.

Right hand to your pretty little frau
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Apr. 2-3.—Houston. 6th Ann. Fest. Coliseum.
Apr. 2-4.—Yuma, Ariz. 4th Ann. Festival.
Apr. 2-4.—Tampa, Fla. 2nd Ann. Jamb., Baker
Apr. 3.—Baldwin, Ks. 4th Ann. Jamb., Baker
U. Gym.
Apr. 3.—Okla. City. Cnt’l. Dist. Jamb., Aud.
Apr. 7.—Texarkana, U.S.A. Convention Wel
come Dance, Spring Lake Pk.
Apr. 7.—Ardmore, Okla. Spring Fest.
Apr. 7-10.—St. Louis. 20th Ann. National Fes
tival, Kiel Auditorium.
Apr. 8-10.—Dallas. 3rd Ann. Nat*l. SD Conven
tion.
Apr. 9-10.—Lexington, Ky. Ky. Folk Fest., U.
of Ky.
Apr. 9-10.—Medford, Mass. 10th Ann. New Eng
land Folk Fest., Tufts College Gym.
Apr. 9-10.—Columbus, Ohio. 7th Ann. Folk
Fest., Men’s Gym, O.S.U.
Apr. 11.—New York. Callers* Assn. Spring Fest.,
Manhattan Ctr., 311 W. 34th. 3-11.
Apr. 15.—New York. Folk Dance House, 108
W. 16th. Ralph Page.
Apr. 17.—Ponca City, Okla. No. Cnt’l. Dist.
Fest.
Apr. 18-23.—New York. 58th Ann. Conv. Assn.
for Health P.E. & Rec. ilotel Statler. Special
Dance Programs Tues. eve. and Wed. aft.
FIFTH A N N U A L

VACATIONLAND
Square and Round Dance

INSTITUTE
AT

North Bend, Oregon
on beautiful Coos Bay

July 28 thru 31, inclusive
6 FULL D A Y S OF D A N C IN G A N D
REC R EA TIO N
A complete course in square and round
dancing, techniques, styling,
teaching and calling.
Staffed by:
T H E L M A A N D D A V E C LA V N ER ,
Los Angeles
HELEN A N D M E L D AY, Boise, Idaho
A terrific team of nationally recognized
instructors
For details write to:
J IM M U R P H Y , Institute Chairman
1521 Sherman Ave., North Bend, Oregon
Come by air or sea, by highway or rail— all
roads lead to Coos Bay for your Vacationland
dancing FUN.
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Apr. 19.—Lemoyne, Pa. Sertoma Club SD, West
Shore Roller Rink.
Apr. 23.—New York. Folk Fest. 225 Wj. 24th St
Apr. 23-24.—Las Vegas, N.M. 7th Ann. State
Fest.
Apr. 23-24.—Kent, Ohio, 3rd Ann. KSU Folk
Fest. Jane Farwell, Ed Gilmore.
Apr. 23-24.—Swarthmore, Pa. Ann. Folk Fest.,
Swarthmore Coll.
Apr. 23-24.—Texarkana, U.S.A. 4-States SD
Assn. Ann. Spring Fest.
Apr. 24.—Birmingham, Ala. B’ham SD. Assn.
SD Round-up. YMCA. 2-5; 8-12.
Apr. 24.—Topeka, Ks. 4th Ann. SD Fest., Mun.
Aud.
Apr. 24.—White Plains, N.Y. Westchester SD
Assn. 5th Ann. Fest.
Apr. 24.—Berea, Ohio. Rec. Bd. Jamb., Co. Fair
Gnds.
Apr. 24.—Philadelphia. SD. Inst., Mid-City
YWCA. A1 Brundage.
Apr. 24.—Northfield, Vt. Country Dance Fest.,
aft. & eve. Ed Durlacher. Norwich U. Armory.
Apr. 25.—Elizabeth, N. J. NJ SD Callers &
Teachers Assn. Spring Fest. Elks Aud. 3-10.
Apr. 29.—Indianapolis. Indpls. Callers Assn.
2nd Ann. Spring Fest.
Apr. 29-May 2.—Fontana Dam, N. C. Swamp
Shop.
Apr. 30-May 1.—Corpus Christi, Tex. Buccaneer
Days SD Fest. T-head both nights, 9-12.
May 1.—Canton, Ohio. Ohio-W. Va. SD Fest.,
YMCA, 2nd St., all day.
May 1.—Abington, Pa. Bux-Mont SD Fest.
May 2.—Wilmington, Del. Del. Valley SD Fest.,
Tower Hill School.
May 6-8.—Washington, D. C. Ann Folk Fest.,
Cardoza Ctr. Aud.
May 6-9.—White Springs, Fla. Folk Fest., Ste
phen Foster Mem’l.
May 8.—Hyannis, Mass. Cape Cod Children*
SD Fest. 4th-8th grade dancers and callers.
May 9.—Garden City, L. I. L.I. Callers Assn.
Fest., Adelphia Coll.
May 15.—Philadelphia, SD Inst., Mid-City YMCA
Charlie Wilson.
May 16.—South Bend, Ind. 4th Ann. Callers
Club Fest.
May 21-22.—Omaha. Ann. Fest.
May 22,.—Little Rock, Ark. Spring Fest.
May 22.—Canton, Ohio. Am. Rec. Dept. Round
up. Jonesy.
May 28-30.—Danbury, Conn. Weekend Dancea-Toot, Hotel Greene.
May 28-31—Long Beach, Calif. 10th Statewide
F&SD Fest.
May 29.—Baytown, Tex. Council Dance, Hum
ble Comm. House.
May 29-30.—Oakland, Calif. No Calif SD Assn
Golden State Roundup.
May 29-30.—Riverside, Calif. Cow Counties
Mem*l. Day Hoedown.
May 30.—Kulpsville, Pa. Weekend Workshop,
Mac’s Barn. Paul Hunt.
THE MIDWEST DANCER
A Magazine of Round and Square Dancing
314 Cumberland Parkway
Des Plaines, Illinois
Published monthly except July and August
SUBSCRIPTION $2.00 per year
Advertising rates upon request

Allemande left when you come down
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WOW-WHAT A BIRTHDAY!
" 5 Years of Square Dancing with Sets In Order"
More than 200 square dance calls, dozens of breaks, and a large collection
of pattes* taken from the pages of the first five years of SETS IN ORDER.
176 pages jammed with valuable material
Handsomely case bound
with a ripple goldenrod
heavy paper cover.

R ELEA SE D A T E :
The first of April
On sale at the

D allas convention,
April 8, 9 & TO —
at the special

Sets in Order
Booth
Only $2.50 (plus 10c postage) per copy
for this complete collection of square dance information
Available thru your favorite Record Dealer or write direct to

SETS IN O RD ER, 462 N. Robertson, Los Angeles 48
" W hen ordering direct, please mention Am erican Squares"
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Right to the sweetest girl in town

Imperial records. 10-inch, plastic, 78 rpm.
Price, $ .89
1235. The Talking Square (138) 3:45//P o o r Little Robin (134) 3:20
1236. Square Dance Jubilee (134) 3:30//Chinatow n, My Chinatown (138) 3:35
1237. Dear Old Donegal (136) 3:15//Running Rabbit (142) 4:00
Three instrumental' records. This is a continuation of the recent output of Imperial's square
dance recordings b y what is probably the most accomplished set of musicians recording
today. The musicianship is perfect; rhythm is perfect and the recording technique cannot
be improved upon. They* are very fast, without being hurried. No instructions came with
these records. W e presume therefore that they are for well known dances in California
where they were released.
Longhorn records. 10-inch, 78 rpm.
Price, $1.05
102. Bonaparte's Retreat Quadrille (128) With calls by Red Warrick//Instrumental.
Red Warrick who was responsible for the terrific popularity of "The Jessie Polka Square"
has come up with a new one. As is currently fashionable, he has written a Texas-style
quadrille to "Bonaparte's Retreat". To those1 of you who like typical Texas calling, this
is a great record. This is Texas calling in its most modern style.
103. Taters in the Sandy Land (122)//Leather Britches (116).
The first side is a workmanlike presentation of "Taters in the Sandy Land" played in
Texas style. The original title was "Sweet Potatoes in the Sandy Land". They have left
some of the words out of the title, just like the musicians left some of the notes out of
the tune.
The second side is an unexceptional recording of "Leather Britches". There are better
recordings of this tune available.
Decca records. 3-Record Album, 10-inch plastic, 78 rpm.
Price, $3.45
#613. Pasodobles.
Three records of sensational Pasodobles played by Emil Coleman and his orchestra. If
you dance the Pasodoble, or ass' it is called in some parts of the country, the Spanish
Two-Step^ these recordings are the best you have ever heard. They include such titles as
"Espana Cani", "Punao deRosas", "El Relicario", "Suspiros De Espana" and others.
Decca records. 4-Record Album. 10-inch, plastic, 78 rpm.
Price, $4.35
A55. Tap Dancing.
Four excellent recordings played b y Russ Morgan and his orchestra, including the fol
lowing: 'Waltz Clog", "Buck and W ing", "Soft Shoe Tap", "Military Tap", "Rhythm Tap",
"Swing Tap", "Spanish Tap", "Rhumba Tap".

CONVENTION
SOUVENIR
DALLAS, TEXAS
3rd National Square Dance Convention
April 8-9-10, 1954
You will want this sure fire hit written and
called by Tom Mullen of Houston, Texas.
555-D EEP IN THE HEART OF TEXAS
Flip instrumental, Key " F ‘
Also available in stru m e n tally w ith a much
wanted Grand March.
814-D EEP !N THE HEART OF TEXAS
ZAC ATEC AS M ARCH (Grand March)
Instruction sheets — of course.

TVette'iH (fujUtee Second
708 I. Garfield
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•

Phoenix, Arizona

L O N G H O R N — Latest Releases
For your dancing pleasure:

SQ U A R E D A N C E: W ith Calls
Flip side instrumental
F E A T U R IN G :
R ED W A R R IC K
THE
P IN E Y
W O O D S T R O U B A D O R and R O SS C A R N E Y
FROM COW TOW N
.. .1 0 4 — O PEN UP Y O U R H EA R T —
Caller: R ED W A R R IC K
O P E N UP Y O U R H E A R T (Key of Eb)
. . . 105— Y 'A L L C O M E — Caller: R O SS C A R N E Y
Y 'A L L C O M E (Key of Bb)
A V A IL A B L E FR O M :

M E R R B A C H RECO RD SER V IC E
1213 M U L B E R R Y L A N E
B E L L A IR E , T E X A S

Allemande left ain’t she a whiz
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with His BOOM -CHUCK B O YS

LADY BE GOOD
(Oh, Lady Be Good)

GRAND SQUARE QUADRILLE
(Bye Bye Baby)

PICK UP YOUR CORNER
(Buffalo Gals)
SQUARE DANCES NO. 1

PIONEER QUADRILLE
(Swanee River)
QUADRILLES

DU-932 95c • 1-225 95c

DU-934 95c • 1-227 95c

----------------

---------------------

OLD FASHIONED DANCE
I W ant a Girl

—

^

HAY-MAKER'S JIG
(Fisher's Hornpipe)

(Just Like the Girl that Married Dear Old Dad)

•

BETWEEN THOSE LADIES

—

CANADIAN BREAKDOWN

SQUARE DANCES NO. 2

(The Girl I Left Behind Me)
CONTRA DANCES

DU-933 95c • 1-226 95c

DU-935 95* 1-228 95c

AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK
AND RECORD SHOP
Can Ship Your O rder Today
no m ailing charge * no packing charge * ask your caller
he orders from us, 3 record minimum shipment

GRAB BAG

TAKE YOUR PICK OF THESE

SQUARES AND ROUNOS

D A S H IN G W H IT E SE R G E A N T
(Scottish)

In groups where either men or women predominate, it is often necessary
to utilize the " T r io " dance. Here is a good one with a long background of
tradition.
— Frank and Olga.
Record: Imperial # 1 0 0 5
Formation: "T h re e s" facing "T h re e s" in circle or column, Trios formed by one man
and two ladies; one lady and two men; all men or all ladies.
FIG URE I
Measures
1- 4
C IR C L E LEFT, S IX H A N D S A R O U N D with 4 Polka steps O R 8 slides O R 8
W alking steps. Polka (hop-step, step, step) done lightly.
5- 8
C IR C L E RIGH T, S IX H A N D S A R O U N D back to place.
FIG URE If
9-12
B A L A N C E A N D R IG H T ELB O W S W IN G W IT H R IG H T -H A N D PART N ER.
Center dancer and Right-hand partner Balance (Pas de Basque) right and left,
then hook right elbows and swing once around clockwise with 2 Polka steps
O R 4 Skips O R 4 W alking steps.
13-16
B A L A N C E A N D LEFT ELB O W S W IN G W IT H L E F T -H A N D PART N ER. Cen
ter dancer and Left-hand partner Balance right and left then hook left elbows
and swing once around counterclockwise.
FIG URE III
1- 8
REELS OF THREE. All weave a "Figure 8 " simultaneously in line of three
with 8 Polka steps O R 16 Skips O R 16 W alking steps. Center dancer starts
by passing right shoulders with Right-hand partner.
FIG URE IV
9-12
F O R W A R D A N D BAC K. Join hands in line of three. Lines move toward each
other with 2 Polka steps O R 4 Skips O R 4 W alkin g steps forward then back
ward away from each other.
13-16
F O R W A R D A N D PASS T H R O U G H TO M E E T N E W L IN E OF THREES. Lines
advance then each dancer passes right shoulders with opposite to meet
next trio.
LADY W ALK AROUND
(Traditional)

Couple one lead out to the right
Circle four hands round —
Drop the lady circle three
Lady walk around outside the ring
Twice around the outside go
Left to your partner DO SI DO . . . etc.
____________________

— Rickey

T H E FIR ST OF ITS K IN D !
A V A IL A B L E M A R . 15

N A T IO N A L D IR E C T O R Y
SQ U A R E A N D FO LK D A N C E
CALLERS, T EA C H ER S, LEAD ER S

O LD Z IP C O O N # 2 — contra
1-3-5 etc. active, CRO SS O V E R
Balance your partner join right hands
Once and three-quarters round
Lady face up and the gent face down
After balancing active couple turn with
right hand 1 Va around to stop with ac
tive couple in the center, gent facing
down. Active lady release partner and
join hands with inactive couple below to
face up the set.
Balance standing three and one
Swing your partner in the center

with foreword by Dr. Lloyd "P a p p y " Shaw

Names and addresses of some 3,000 callers
and leaders in all 48 states. A boon to
dancers who want to take in a dance while
traveling. Helps callers answer questions
about leaders in other areas.
$1.50, plus 10c postage & handling
(M issourians add 2 % sales tax)
Order from your favorite dealer or
Send check or money order to —

N A T IO N A L D A N C E R S SERVICE, INC.

Down the center
Some way back and cast off
Right and left with the couple above

Box 4244, Tower Grove Station,
St. Louis 16, M issouri
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Right to the sweetest girl there is
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CORNELIA WALTZ
(Introduced by Carlotta Hegemann,
San Antonio, Texas)

Record: "C h a n gin g Partners",
(No Intro.)
R C A Victor 4 7 -5 5 3 7 (45 rpm)
R C A Victor 2 0 -5 5 3 7 (78 rpm)

I T E E L A -W O O K E T D A N C E
I
CAMP
t
I
I
•

Roxbury, Vermont'

n

Square, Folk & Social Dance
June 28-July 4; Sept. 1-12
W rite: Don Begenau, Queens College,

u
n

L . » - . , ,FLU
5,h:n,9 A 7',

Measure

1- 4 DIP;

W ALTZ;
W ALTZ;
STEPHOLD;
Closed dance pos M, facing LOD.
Dip back on L (ct. 1,2,3); Two
pursuit waltzes. Step fwd R (ct. 1),
touch L by R (ct. 2,3); Drop closed
pos keep partners hands joined.
5- 6 G R A P EV IN E; TO U C H ;
Step left on L, Step R back of L;
Step left on L; Step R across front
of L (ct. 1), touch L (ct. 2,3); (W
starts R, steps L back of R, steps
R, pivoting Vi right-face turn fac
ing LOD. She lets go hands on
pivot.) Join in Varsouvienne pos.
W . steps left on L (ct. 1,), touches
R by L (ct. 2,3);
7- 8 BAC K; A G A IN and TO UCH ;
Couple drops hands. M repeats
grapevine (Meas. 5-6) to his right
starting L back of R. W takes 3
steps starting fwd R, making semi
circle to right, to face M (Meas.
7); W steps toward him on L
(ct. 1), touches R by L (ct. 2,3);
Join hands.
9-10 B A L A N C E A P A R T ; B A L A N C E
TOGETHER;
M steps back L (ct. 1), touches R
by L (ct. 2,3); (W steps back R).
M steps fwd R (ct. 1), pivoting so
that right hips are adjacent. (W
steps fwd L). Drop hands, join
right hands in close star, forearms
together. Touch L by R (ct. 2,3).
11-12 A R O U N D , TW O , THREE; FOUR,
FIVE, SIX;
Couple turns around each other in
six steps starting M 's L. End in
closed dance pos M facing LOD.
13-16 W A L T Z ; W A L T Z ; W A L T Z ; STEPHOLD;
Three pursuit waltzes, M starting
L. On third meas. as M continues
LOD, W lets go hands, makes one
right-face turn in 3 steps, starting
R. In closed dance pos M steps
fwd R (ct. 1), touches L by R (ct.
2,3).
Transition: Step; Close;
M steps fwd L (ct. 1,2) closes R
to L (ct. 3); Commences waltz dip
immediately
as
routine begins
again.
NOTE: Routine is danced five times, tran
sition occurring four.
A t end of record M drops W 's right
hand, takes her left as both bow.
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SILVER LAKE STAR
(Introduced 1954 by Johnny Velotta,
Hollywood, Calif.)

Ladies to the center and back to the bar
Gents to the center with a right hand star
Meet your own with a left allemande
Go the wrong way around with a right and
left grand
A right and left grand and don't be late
It's a brand new deal with a brand new date
Meet 'em with a right go 'round the world
It's a wagon wheel with the pretty girl
The gents turn half and give 'em a spin
Then make that wheel and you're gone
again
The hub flies out but not too far
You circle eight for the Silver Lake Star
* Number one gent you rip and tear
Go down the center and reverse that square
You turn that ring go inside out
Don't let go as you circle about
Break with the right pull the left lady under
**Turn your corner with the left and go
like thunder
Back to your girl with a right hand swing
Gents star left in the middle of the ring
Pass that girl when you come down
Turn the next with the right go all the way
round
The right hand lady with a left hand round
Back to your girl with a right hand swing
All the way 'round with the sweet little thing
To the corners all for a left allemande
Walk right into a right and left grand
A right and left grand now don't you roam
You meet another new girl and head for
home
Now don't slow down I'll tell you what to do
***The heads turn back to a right and left
through
You turn those girls and promenade home
We'll keep on dancing 'till you find your
own
*

Gents number two, three and four
repeat in turn
* * W hen facing out your corner is still
on your left
* * * Alternate between heads and sides.
SWING YOUR PARTNER
O LD T IM E D A N C E S OF N E W B R U N S W IC K
A N D N O V A SC O T IA

29 unusual Square, Round and Contra
Dances with music, personally recorded
from primary sources in two little-known
Canadian Provinces. Hitherto unpublished
material. $2.50 postpaid.
Order from Author, Dr. Lois Fahs Tim m ins
523 W . 121st St., New York 27, N. Y.

Allemande left with your corner and then
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7th Annual Rocky Mountain

SQUARE DANCE CAMP
atop

Lookout M tn

near Denver, Colo.

July 4-17; July 25-Aug. 7
(four separate weeks)

Staff: Ray Smith of Dallas, Bill Castner of S. F., Kirby Todd of Folk Vaflley,
III., Butch Nelson of El Paso, Joe and
Mildred Urban of Meade, Kan., M ike
Michele of Phoenix, Ariz., and others.
Enjoy^ a packed-with-fun square dance vac a
tion in the cool Rockies this year. Fee re
mains unchanged: $50 per week.

Write Paul J. Kermiet, Rt. 3,
Golden, Colo.
Y'ALL COME
Record: Longhorn # 105
First and third take a little swing
It's forward up and back again
It's forward up and swing that opposite girl
Face the sides with a great big grin
The inside out— the outside in
Dive through and then you're gone again
(2 & 4 couples arch, 1 & 3 couples dive
through, then 1 & 3 couples arch and
2
& 4 couples back through. Repeat.
Circle four just half around
Dip and dive right across the town
Right and left through and turn your girl
around
(1 & 3 dive through from outside of the
ring, then do a right & left through in
the center of the ring, then turn partner
all the way round to face outside couple.
Gent # 1
& lady # 3 are together,
gent # 3 & lady # 1 are partners)
Elbow hook four in line
(With outside couples, ladies hook el
bows like four in line you travel)
Gents go home you're doing fine
The ladies whirl and swing that opposite
man
(Ladies make one complete turn then
swing new man, or other man. Gents
now have original Right hand ladies)
Four ladies chain across the ring
Opposite gent left hand swing
Chain right back and turn your own around
Sashay round your corners all
Sashay partners don't you fall
And weavei the ring until you're home you
all.
(Sashay corners, then partners, then
weave ring until you meet partner, sa
shay partner again and weave the ring
until you get home)
During this weaving of ring caller and
dancers sing chorus.
Chorus
Y'all come, Y'all come
Y'all come to see us now and then
Y'all come, Y'all come
Y'all come to see us when you can
Repeat for head couples— then chorus
the figure and chorus twice for side
couples.
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FREE
To A L L W h o Request
The Combined

Publication & Brochure
Featuring Square Dance
Designs by "Babe"
Also Dancers' News From
The Nation's Capital
Published By The

SQUARE DANCE MART
1671 Wise. Ave., N. W ., Wash. 7, D. C.
SOUTHERN STRUT
(Introduced by Bill Shymkus, Chicago, 111.)

Record: Capitol 2 73 5 "S o u th "
Position: Open Dance. Gent begins on left,
lady does counterpart.
Measures:
1- 2 STEP, STEP, ROCK, ROCK, ROCK.
Step forward left, forward right,
rock forward on left foot, back on
right and forward again on left.
3- 4 REPEAT 1-2 O N R IG H T FOOT.
5- 6 T O U C H SIDE, TOGETHER, FO R
W A R D , TOGETHER. Touch left
foot to left side, touch next to
right. Touch left foot forward and
step on left next to right.
7- 8 REPEAT 5-6 O N R IG H T FOOT.
9-16 R EPEAT M E A SU R E S 1 T H R U 8.
17-20 T W O STEP, T W O STEP, T W O
STEP, T W O STEP. Slow two steps.
Turning left away from partner
take four two steps making a half
circle facing partner and assum
ing closed dance position.
2 1-2 2 T W O STEP T U R N , T W O STEP
OPEN. In closed dance position
take two two steps turning to face
line of direction.
2 3-2 4 STEP, STEP, STEP A W A Y CLOSE.
In LO D step forward on left and
right Meas. 23). Step away from
partner on left and close with right.
2 5-3 2 REPEAT M E A SU R E S 17 T H R U 32.
Break
1- 4 T W O STEP, T W O STEP, T W O
STEP, T W O STEP. Take four two
steps in line of direction.
Repeat entire dance and break.
After break, at end of record, there
is one more measure of music. Step
away from partner on left facing
partner and tap once with right.
"Thirty Contras from New England"
Best book on contras.... .......$1.50
Plans for phonograph speed control
and 3-speed player................$1.00
Special: Both the above plus 5 new squares
and 5 extra contras postpaid for only $2.00

Dudley T. Briggs
Hillcrest Rd., Burlington, Mass.

Grand old right and left again
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raw

ROUND DANCES

W

destined to make history in the round dance field!

A beautiful flo w ing figure with interesting steps and
short sequence arran ged by D O C and W IN N IE A LU M B AU G H . Very special music composed exclusively for
W indsor by PHIL BOUTELJE of Hollywood, and recorded \J\
by THE C A LIF O R N IA N S.
\\

/

on the other side and EQUALLY TERRIFICis..

Like "Lavender and old lace" is this charm ing and easy
little two-step set to soft-shoe rhythm by D E N A FRESH
of M ission, Kansas, originator of "H O N E Y " and other
h ighly popular dances. Special music composed for
the dance by PHIL BOUTELJE and beautifully played by
THE S U N D O W N E R S BA N D .

FULL DANCE INSTRUCTIONS WITH EACH RECORD
No. 7620 (78 r.p.m.) and No. 4620 (45 r.p.m.)

Windsorffcecords
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.

fO R D A '

Temple City, Calif.

Eastern Distributors
Record Distributors

Alpha Distributing Co.

1923 Peachtree Rd. N. W.
Atlanta, Ga.

762 10th Ave.
New York 19# N. Y.
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Lesco

Distributors

17 S. 21st St.
Philadelphia 2, Pa.

Note: The foregoing rhymes were sent in by
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LETTERS
,F R O M

Squares on Wheels

Dear Rickey:
Wonder if you could recommend some
records for our small group of wheel
chair dancers. They are a very eager
bunch and we are at a stand still on
what to do next. Thought you might be
able to suggest some material fo r our
use. Hope to see you back in Wenatchee
again— we certainly enjoyed your call
ing.
— Chuck Greer, Wenatchee, Wash.

• Will the reader who mailed two dol
lars, postmarked at the Transfer Office,
Cleveland, Ohio, please also send name
and address so the money may be prop
erly credited!
Summer Schools and Camps

Dear Rickey:
Thank you for reminding us o f your
listing of all Summer Dance Camps.
As the summer draws nearer we will
no doubt place ads as usual with
AMERICAN SQUARES. As near as we
•
AMERICAN SQUARES for Aug., can determine, we get more response
from your subscribers than from any
1953, published an article by Phil Bran
other square dance monthly.
don about his wheel chair dancers in
— A1 Brundage, Stepney, Conn.
Toledo. Anyone else have any further
suggestions along these lines?
•
AMERICAN SQUARES’ regular
annual Summer School and Camp Di
rectory will appear in the May issue.
Watch for it to plan your vacation this
year.
WE BELIEVE

IN
WALTZ QUADRILLES —
So—we are giving you Roger and
Jean Knapps HI-LILL
It is a sweet thing! So is Fred Ber^
gin’s arrangement of the music! You
can’t stop humming it
Because you will want to dance it
every time you see three other couples,
we are having Pappy call it for you
on one side.
#X-59
#X-60
A sk

HI-LILI
HI-LILI
Shaw)

(instrumental)
(called by Lloyd

Am erican Squares Book and Record
Shop, or your dealer, or write

Dear Rickey:
Enjoyed reading the letter from Mrs.
Arthur Lohman o f Indianapolis in the
December “ Letters.” We met and danced
with them at the Rod and Gun Club in
St. Petersburg. I enjoy your whole
magazine, but wish you would devote
more space to “ Letters,” as it gives one
an idea o f what’s going on in other parts
of the country.
— Narl Jones, Sarasota, Fla.
THE W O O DW ARD BARN
Country Square Dance Camp
Lake Metigoshe in North
July 26-31
STAFF— T E R R Y
folk singer and
JO H N R O A C H ,
dance . . . K IP
round dance .
waterfront and

Dakota

G O LDEN , nationally known
caller . . . JO H N G A M M E L L ,
L Y N N W O O D W A R D , square
and D O R O T H Y H O L LEN B EC K ,
. . JO H N R O A C H , also on
swim ming instruction.

Fee— adults $50. Couples $90. Child
$25 with special rates for more
children in family.
COLORADO SPRINGS
COLORADO

18

Address . . . Lynn W oodward, Rt. 4,
M inneapolis 20, Minn.

Floyd Parker of Harrogate, Tennessee.
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LLOYD SHAW'S CLASSES

The original summer class — 15th year.

June 21-26 and August 9-14.
at Cheyenne Mountain School,
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

For particulars,

write— LLOYD

SHAW

Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

But It's Still Fun

Dear Rickey:
I just finished reading the article
“ But It’s Still Fun!” as it appeared in
the December 1953 issue o f AM ERI
CAN SQUARES. Being an ardent square
dancer the past six years or so, I indeed
got more than one chuckle out of it.
In fact, I laughed so hard at some parts
of it, my sides are still on the sore
side! It is very much indeed a good de
scription o f some square dancers I have
seen and danced with! In fact, Rickey,
I enjoyed reading it so much I am
wondering if I can get permission to
have it printed in our YMCA Square
and Folk Dance Club monthly paper
‘Do-Si-DoP This is only sent out to our
club members in and around the Tren
ton area.
Several o f our club members subscribe
to AMERICAN SQUARES and then the
issues are circulated around to other
members in the club. Thereby everyone
sooner or later gets to read your very
fine magazine.
- —Joann Zanca, Trenton, N.J.

N EW RECORDS
F R O M " O L D T IM E R "
8086 A— HOKEY POKEY—
Without Calls
B—HOKEY POKEY—With Calls
M usic: Johnny Palmer's Grand Canyon
Caller: Bill Castner

Boys

8087 A—M Y LITTLE GIRL—
Without Calls
B—MY LITTLE GIRL—
With Calls
M usic: Johnny Palmer's Grand Canyon
Caller: Johnny Schultz

Boys

8088 A—C O W COUNTIES HOED O W N —Without Calls
B—.RANGERS HOEDOW N—
Without Calls
M usic: C al Golden's Arkansas M ountain Boys
A n d a New Book is Now Available from Your
Dealer or Direct from Our Hom e Office
['Instructions for O LD T IM E R Records/' This
is a book containing over 100 instructions
for various squares and rounds. Order yours
N O W . Price 1.10 postpaid.

OLD TIMER
RECORD COMPANY
3703 N. 7th St

Phoenix, Arizona

Dear Rickey:
Have been thinking of writing for some
time and then picked up your December
1953 issue and find the Roving Editor
•
AMERICAN SQUARES is always
voicing my words. Have been here in
glad to give permission to reprint ar
St. Marys (Ohio) for the past four
ticles in local publications. We ask only
weeks and have found only one square
that proper credit be given at the time
dance about twenty miles out o f town.
of such reprinting.
Of course Virginia and I went and never
swung so much in my life. There were
several callers there and all they knew
MIDWEST DANCER (Illinois). The Wheat
land Square Center has a new floor plan
was to swing. Didn’t do a figure all night.
with red circles painted in interlocking pat
But the people are definitely interested
terns with eight-foot radius and two feet be
tween each circle. They have found these to
from seeing real square dancing on T.V.
be of great help in teaching beginners to
We were invited to the annual Christ
keep their square the right size.
mas party given by the Ohio Consoli
dated Telephone Co. and of course I
took some records and a P.A. along.
They had more fun than I did even if
they didn’t know what I was talking
The National Monthly
about. We could have a whale o f a time
Square Dance Magazine
here if we didn’t move on next week.
Each issue filled with • New Ideas • New
Calls • New Patter # Round Dances o Book
— Verne Austin, Geneseo, 111.

We Read It In . . .

and Record Reviews • Current Square
Dance News • Lots of Pictures • Helps on
music, clothes, equipment.

$2.50 twelve issues

mailed directly to your home
A SAMPLE COPY will be sent to anyone
not previously acquainted with SETS In
ORDER, by writing Miss Susie-Que Dept. AS
SETS in ORDER
462 North Robertson Blvd.
Los Angeles 48, Cal. • CRestview 5-5538
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Order by Mail
Square and Folk Dance
Books— Records
One of the largest selections of square and
folk dance materials anywhere.
Write for FREE catalog
Mail Order Record Service
P. O. Box 7176
Phoenix, Arix.

How about some more from other people?
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Old Mill Wheel

What is your opinion of how the
square, “The Old Mill Wheel,” should be
danced. The part that seems to be
confusing is:
Active couple it's up to you
Raise your arms and pull 'em through
Couple 1, keeping arms joined, turn
away from each other forming an arch
and pulling the other couple through
backward.

Now does that mean the original act
ive couple, with the lady on the left side
of the active gent or does it mean the
original active man with a new lady on
his right as the temporary active lady?

D E A L E R S
Don't let your stock
get short!
You con get immediate delivery
on all these popular labels
Folkraft
Folk Dancer
MacGregor W indsor
Old Tinner Western Jubilee
Celtic
Standard
Sonart
Black Mountain
Harmonia
W e carry a full stock of these
labels and sell to dealers only.

A lp h a
Distributing Com pany
762 Tenth Avenue
New York 19, New York
20
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In the end the results are the same
but I think myself that if! the [former]
is correct, then we are getting away
from the old laws of square dancing. I
was always told that the calls are for
the men unless otherwise stated, and
also the lady on the gent’s right is al
ways his partner as long as she’s there.
— George Greniger, Chisholm, Minn.
• As the four people are circling clock
wise, facing pretty side out, it is the
original active gent 1 with his partner
on his left, who turn away from each
other to form the arch and pull the
other couple through.
W e can’t see where any prime laws
o f square dancing are violated in the
above,— except perhaps a law of good
taste in composing this figure in the
first place. The calls are supposed to be
directed to the men, and are so directed
in the above. The lady to the right o f a
gent is considered his partner if they
are in some static position as at the
end o f a promenade; but you cannot
insist that a man’s partner be always
on his right, even during the middle of
a change. For instance, your partner is
the same girl all during Right Hand Up
and Left Hand Under, but where is she
halfway thru the sequence ?
READ

NORTHERN JUNKET
The only magazine, of its kind in the
country. Each month you get music and
directions for squares, contras and folk
dances. Folk songs, folk tales and legends
of the Northeast. Real recipes of New
England cooking. News and gossip of
interest to all square and folk dancers
wherever you live. $2.00 for 12 issues.
★
Address subscription to
Ralph Page
1 8 2 -A Pearl St.
Keene, N . H.

Just pick any theme you want to .
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Canadian News Notes
Compiled by Harold Harton, Toronto
Edmonton Visitors

Ottawa

Ross Haynes and his charming wife
from Edmonton, Alberta, were in To
ronto for a few days during the Christ
mas season. Ross had written ahead to
ask about the possibility of attending
a typical “ eastern” dance. While most
of the clubs had suspended operations
we were able to take the Haynes’ to
Bob McCaw’s spot on Tuesday night.
Bob runs a mixed program and has a
large and faithful membership.
Ross was particularly interested in
hearing the tapes which were recorded
at the Royal Winter Fair. Some of the
“ western” calls made him feel at home.
It was too bad that he was unable to
visit one of the active groups who com
bine both styles in a nice balance.

Moving eastward we find a full page
spread in the Ottawa Journal of Janu
ary 16th about the new Square Dance
Association. Pictures galore and a well
written article indicate that this group
is o ff to a good start. I appreciate the
kindly reference to my visit last Fall
when an initial organizational meeting
was held. They have some excellent
leaders in the Capital City and we all
wish them every success. Glad to see
that Isabel Wilson, former secretary of
the Canadian Square Dance Association
in Calgary, Alberta, is active in the
Ottawa group.

Wheel Chair Dancers

And back to Winnipeg, Manitoba,
again! The other night I caught a TV
presentation of “ wheel chair” square
dancing for convalescent polio victims.
The brief show was very well done and
by the grapevine I understand the whole
effort is to the credit of a Public School
principal who was stricken with polio,
yet pulled himself up by the bootstraps
to organize the patients into The Merry
Menders Club. What a potent reminder
of the “ other values” that are in social
recreation activities— and what a chal
lenge!
In passing thru Toronto— towards the
east—we must not forget to mention
the Ed. Gilmore workshop held early
in January. It was Ed’s first calling as
signment in Canada and he seemed to
enjoy it. The Toronto and District Square
Dance Association was most enthusiastic
about the whole affair.
As a personal aside,— I wish these
visiting callers like Rickey Holden and
Ed Gilmore would pick some escape
route other than the 6:45 a.m. plane on
the morning after. But then—they lose
their sleep too!

PHILOSOPHY ! !
Man comes into the world without his
consent and goes out again against his
own will.
When he is little the big girls kiss him
and when he is big the little girls kiss
him. If he is poor, he is a bad manager;
if he is rich, he is dishonest.
If he needs credit, he can’t get it;
if he is prosperous everyone wants to
do him a favor. If he is in politics, it is
graft; if he is out of politics he is no
good to his country.
If he doesn’t give to charity, he is a
stingy cuss; if he does, it is only for
show. If he is positively religious, he is
a hypocrite; if he takes no interest in
religion, he is a hardened sinner.
If he gives affection, he is a soft
specimen; if he cares for no one, he is
cold blooded. If he is young, there is a
great future before him; if he lives to
an old age, he missed his calling.
If he saves his money, he’s a grouch;
if he spends it, he’s a loafer; if he gets
it, he’s a grafter; if he can’t get it, he’s
a bum.
So what the hell,— BE A SQUARE
DANCER.
—Dr. A. S. Lamb, Montreal, P. Q.

-------- ---- ------------------------------- SECOND ANNUAL ---------------------------------------------PAIRS 'n SQUARES SUMMER DANCE SCHOOL
Geneva Park — Lake Couchiching — Ontario

June 26th to July 3rd
Square Dancing — Calling — Round Dancing — Mixers — Contras
Book and Record Shop
Swimming — Boating — Outdoor Games
Hotel Type Accommodation o Excellent Food
Folders with complete details from Harold Harton, 224 Poyntz Ave., Willowdale, Ontario
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Then send us as many different rhymes .
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SQUARE D A N C E The International Folkdancers of A L 
BANY, N. Y. have added square dances
twice a month to their previous weeklyfolk dance schedule. In addition, Peg
Rubin has started an Arts and Crafts
class to get girls costume conscious . . .
Square dances with Duke Miller calling
have proven so popular at the FORT
RENSSELAER, N. Y. Club that ad,
ditional ones have been scheduled for
April 10 and May 1. . . . Latest word
from Mary Ann Herman indicates that
Michael is making a good recovery and
about this time should even be doing
little dancing . . . The Central East Re
gion o f the Folk Dance Federation of
MINNESOTA has worked out a system
for visitors to the Twin Cities area to
locate dances without difficulty. Just
phone the Minneapolis YMCA — Main
2431.
Square dancing at the McBurnev
Branch YMCA, NEW YORK, with Artie
Palecek calling, will continue every
Wednesday night, moving to the roof
garden for the summer . . . The Missouri
Historical Society celebrated the 150th
Anniversary of the Louisiana Transfer
with a Cavalcade of Fashion in ST.
LOUIS recently. One scene showed rug
ged frontiersmen of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition square dancing, minus ladies,
as often happened in those days. The
virile explorers were Eugene Ansley,
John Buckholz, Snow Camel, Clyde Hanebrink, Richard Hawkins, Joe Hayden,
Harold Scanlon and Gus Sexauer, with
Bernard Tueth caller and fiddler . . . The
Handbook of the SD Association of
WISCONSIN is now o ff the press, and is
available for 25c. Write Jim Cecil, 4126
N. Newhall, Milwaukee 11.
In the Buckeye Stale

The Olmsteders SD Club of OLMSTED
FALLS, made up entirely of married
couples, has husband and wife serve as a
team in officer jobs . . . The BEREA

'n

F .S

Recreation Dept, sponsors square and
round dance classes weekly at the Ag.
Hall of the Fairgrounds— squares on
Tuesdays, rounds on Thursdays . . . New
est club in the Cleveland area is the
Allemande U, meeting at the Town Hall
in STRONGSVILLE. Dancing is to rec
ords . . . CYO Demin Dancers of CLEVE
LAND is conducting a six-night square
dance workshop in Hotel Allerton on
Monday nights . . . The REVERE
Booster Club SD Committee sponsors a
square dance every Saturday night at
Richfield School, and precedes each
dance with instruction for beginners
from 7 to 9. This procedure has increas
ed interest and attendance. Same com
mittee, headed by Hugh and Catie Macey
of AKRON, has issued a directory of all
regular square and round dances in the
CLEVELAND, AKROiN and CANTON
areas . . . New TV shows to include
square dancing as a regular part of their
format are Buckeye Hayride on W AKRTV, AKRON, Sundays 4-4:30, and the
Pee Wee King Show over WEWS,
CLEVELAND, on Wednesday nights,
11- 12.
Across the Ocean

Nina Wilde of the London National
Square Dance Association writes that
the recent visit o f Tom Johnston o f
Falls Church, Va., is still being talked
about by those lucky enough to meet
him. If you are travelling in England, do
plan to contact Nina. She also writes
that A1 Rosenberg of Camden, N. J. (see
“ I Squared in Britain” Jan. 1954
AMERICAN SQUARES) has consented
to assist in the Gold Medal Tests by
taping a number o f fillers and breaks,
called in various sequences, to be used
for the big examinations . . . The London
Association now has a publication, “ Pro
menade” , and any comments American
dancers wish to make to their English
friends will be most welcome. Any cor
respondence for Miss Wilde will be
promptly forwarded by your editor.

SURE I WANT IT I
^ iT / c D i r A K i ^ crJu^Dcc xm0nSy order
cash, ( ) f°r $2.50 covering my subscription
to A M E R IC A N SQ U A R ES for the next 12 months.
Name

....................... ......................................................
first
initial

last

Address ........................................................................................
City.......................................................... Zone,............... State..
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This is ci new subscription ( ); start with.................................
This is a renewal ( )

.......issue

As you know or can think of for this
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AMERICAN SQUARES
M agazin e

iokt& Jjnrest
Sum m er Dance Institute
will be held this year

August 28 —■September 6
THE FA CU LTY
Vyts Beliajus
Shirley Durham
Harold Harton
Rickey Holden
Olga Kulbitsky
Jessie M acW illiam s
and others . . .

Square Dance Figures
• Contras
• Fundamental Dance Techniques
• Recreation Programming
• Techniques of Calling
• Folk Dances of M a n y Lands
Guitar and Flutophone Instruction
(Other instruments too: bring yours)

Director
Frank Kaltman

PLUS
• Co-sponsored by the New Jersey
State Department of Education
• Graduate College Credit Available
• Special Supervised Program for
Children

• Topnotch Food (All you want)
Prepared by Professional Chefs
• Swimming

• Boating

• Singing

• Fun Parties Every Night

AND IN KEN TUCKY TOO
August 3-13

Jackson, Ky.
Watch for further details . .

For information about Stokes Forest or Kentucky, write:

AMERICAN SQUARES
1159 Broad Street
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Newark 5, New Jersey
Theme — see haw it works?
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AMERICAN SQUARES
136 E. French PL
San Antonio 12, Texas

RE U B E N MERCHANT
R . F . O . NO* »
NASSAU, N. Y .

Postmaster: This is SECOND-CLASS matter; if undeliverable return to publisher
with Form 3579 showing reason.

DID YOU KNOW that
the tuning fork was in
vented in 1711 by John
Shore of England? This
as yet hasn’ t made the
slightest
difference
to
many tone-deaf callers.

DID YOU KNOW that
Nero did not fiddle while
Rome burned? The fiddle
as yet had not been in
vented. But the Romans
did have a musical instru
ment very much like a
lute, so the probability
is that Nero “ luted"
Rome while it burned.

DID YOU KNOW that
reservations are pouring
in for both the Stokes
Forest and K e n t u c k y
schools? Early registrants
include Kaye Merrill and
the Dayton gang.

D ID YO U K N O W that we can arrange time pay
ments on any equipment costing over $100? Tell
us your needs and what terms you would like.
D ID YOU K N O W that we can furnish a small
monitor speaker with its own volume control ready
to plug into your machine for only...... $12.00
D ID YO U K N O W that we are continuing the sale
of Electro-Voice microphones? W e will send you
one on a ten-day trial if you like. List price $70
. . . our price $41.18.
D ID YO U K N O W th at we can furnish a Bell Home
Recorder for cutting discs, Model RC-47-A, for
$ 103., F.O.B. Newark, N. J.? This recorder will
record at 160 lines per inch and you can put 15
minutes on a 10-inch disc at 33 rpm. You can
record or play back at 78 or 33 rpm. Write for
special sheet.

DID YOU KNOW that
we are continuing our
policy of free postage and
no packing charge to our
readers?

DSD YO U K N O W that we now can sell Reeves
Soundcraft Tape at the same price as ordinary
tape? $3.30 for the large roll— $31.00 a package
of 10 rolls.

DID YOU KNOW that
we carry every record and
every book any square
dancer would be apt to
ask for? Have you our

D ID YO U K N O W that all A M E R IC A N SQ U ARES
subscribers have an OPEN A C C O U N T privilege
with us? W e know our customers are honest! And
we know they're satisfied. D ID N 'T YOU K N O W ?

BOOK and RECORD SHOP
1159 Broad St.
Newark 5. N. J

